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	NAME: Hermat
	DESCRIPTION: Hermats are a hermaphroditic race native to the Alpha Quadrant. They have a relatively short life-span, averaging just 40 years. They normally display physical traits of both genders- small feminine breasts, lithe yet muscular physiques, & facial features that have elements of both males & females. Their features tend more towards the feminine & for this reason some single gender males often mistake Hermats for trim, slight-figured women. They also have slightly higher foreheads than humans & tend to be dark eyed.COMMON NAMESThey have a unique naming system, most likely stemming from their dual-sex status, & the fact that some of them have only 1 parent. Hermat names usually take the form of a single name followed by a #. And the # presumably indicates that the actual name in question has either been used to name that # of persons in that particular family line, or in Hermat society in general.
	ERA:  TNG era and beyond
	Text Field 13:  I smell a rat.
	Text Field 7: Daring +2, Fitness +2, Presence -1.
	Text Field 8: In addition to having both male & female sexual organs, they also possess razor-sharp canine teeth, reflecting the predatory origins of their species. They also have a heightened olfactory sense, enabling them to track an individual by their scent. When the situation calls for it, they can run on their hands & feet, faster than typical humanoids. Their Unarmed Attacks with their Bite: [+1 CD, Melee, Piercing 1].
	TALENTS: Hermat, or with GM's Permission. 
	TALENT NAME 1: Dodge
	TALENT TEXT 1: In combat situations, you make an Opposed task [Daring+Security] to dodge an incoming melee or ranged attack (with an increased difficulty of 1), you gain an additional 1d20 to your dice roll.
	TALENT NAME 2: Keen Smell
	TALENT TEXT 2: They have an excellent sense of smell allowing them to know who or what is around them at all times. Any task involving observation, tracking, or hidden enemies based on smell allows them to add 1d20 to their rolls & decrease the Difficulty by 2, minimum of 1.
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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